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1. Introduction 
Strength modeling is a complex and mult~dimensionnl issue-. There are numerous 

parameters to the problem of characterizing human strength, most notably: 

• Position and orientation of body joints 

• Isometric versus dynamic strengtil 

• Effector force versus joint torque 

• Instantaneous versus steady force 

• Active Coree versus reactive Coree 

• Presence or absence oC gravity 

• Body somatotype and composition 

• Body (segment) masses 

• Muscle group envolvement 

• Muscle size 

• Fatigue 

• Practice (training) or Camiliarity 

In surveying the available literature on strength measurement and modeling we have attempted 

to examine as many oC these parameters as possible. The conclusions reached at this time point 

toward the reasibility oC implementing computationally reasonable human strength models. 

The assessment or accuracy or any model againrt a specific individual, however, will probably 

not be possible on any realistic scale. Taken statistically, strength modeling may be an effective 

tool Cor general questions or task Ceasibility and strength requirements. 

The observations Call into Cour broad classes: 

1. Kinematic and dynamic simulation including mass and inertia oC certain body 
chains, such as the rull arm or leg, are mechanically Ceasible and could be structured 
around empirical data values Cor some rarticular individual or popUlation. Simple 
forward dynamics (torces from torques and backward dynamics (reactive Corces) 
may be computable by known methods. 

2. Existing strength databases may be made available through computer data.btl.Sp. 
query systems and the resulting data interpolated to provide approximate strength 
data for positions not measured directly. 

3. There are a number of strength measuring devices available, and the outputs oC all 
oC these appear amenable to computer utilization in strength modeling systems. 

4. The graphical display oC strength data, whether empirically measured or analytically 
derived, is quite Ceasible on present generation graphics devices using the existing 
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classes of human body modell. 

By ,imulation we mean the explicit mathematical modeling of the mechanical structure 

of some part or the body. There are several ways to build these mod ell. We will examine 

methods developed for both mechanical engineering linkage analyses and robot manipulator 

control. Both of these approaches include kinematic (position, velocity, and acceleration) and 

dynamic (force) computations. It appears that kinematic and dynamics simulations are 

theoretically and mechanically feasible and could be struc ~ured around empirical data values for 

some particular individual or population. 

For an entire body simUlation, however, the problem develops new difficulties. Full body 

muscular dynamics may be Corm ally expressible, but the errective computational complexity of 

this task is not known. Simple forward dynamics (forces rrom torques) and backward dynamics 

(rea.ctive forces) should be computable by known methods, but the construction or an accurate 

muscle strength and attachment model may be quite formidable. In the next section we 

examine in detail models of human muscle strength. 

2. Muscle Strength Models 
Muscular strength is the force or torque tha.t can be exerted within a specified period or 

time 12g1 [151. It is the result of a. complex interaction of many internal rae tors. The major 

determinants are the muscular .'tem, the skeletal system, and the nervous system. The 

muscular system is the force gel . .:ratar; it produces tension by contraction of muscle fibers. The 

skeletal system provides a mechanical framework to transmit the force. The nervous system is 

a closed-loop system which stimulates muscles to contract. Many other factors, including 

fatigue, motivation, and position, innuence strength. Their effects arc difficult to isolate and 

orten complicate efforts to objectively measure strength. 

2.1. The Museulu- Srsum 
There are three types of muscles: cardiac, 8mooth and ,keldal. Cardiac muscle is round 

only in the heart. Ita control centers are located within the muscle. Smooth muscle, also called 

involuntary muscle, is round in internal organs: the walla of the digestive trac t, the walls or 

blood vessels, the iris of the eye. It is under control or the autonomic (involu~'\tary) nervous 

system. Skeletal muscle, also caned striated or voluntary muscle, is under the control or the 

somatic (voluntary) nervous system. Skeletal muscles mostly provide rorce to propel the 

skeleton. Some skeletal muscles, however, are not attached to bones, e.g. lip muscles. The 

three types or MUScles diRer in their microscopic structure but use the same proteins for 

contraction. In the context of this study, only skeletal muscle is involved, and the term muscle 

in this report will refer to skeletal muscle. 
2 
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The basic contractile unit is the sarcomere (Fig 2-1). It consists ot overlapping filaments 

or myosin and actin protein. Projections on the myosiD fllaments extend outward to adjacent 

actin filaments. In contraction, these projections act as raehets to slide the actin rtlamcnts over 

the myosin filaments. Linear arrangements or sarcomeres make up a myofibril. In turn, 

bundles or myofibrils rorm a muscle fiber. Each fiber also contains respiratory organelles and 

an internal membranous network, the sarcoplasmic reticulum. The sarcoplasmic reticulum 

reacts to nervous stimulation by releasing calcium ions which are needed Cor contraction. 

Fll1lI'e 2-11 Contractile unit or skeletal muscle 

-----)''1'''7 
'---"';"---.U_--JI 

'\L ________ --________ J 
- ~------------------

There are several types or muscle fibers, separated into two main categories: 1) Cast 

twitch, F-type or type n fibers, and 2) slow twitch, S-type or type I fibers. S-type ribers are 

aerobic and have twice the blood supply (capillaries) or F-type fibers. They are slow to respond 

to stimulation, but have high endurance. F-type fibers are anaerobic, have a larger diameter 

and a more extensive sarcoplasmic reticulum than S-type fibers. They respond quickly to 

stimulation and can produce twice as much tension uS-type fibers, but tatigue easily. 

Musele fibers grow by hypertroph: growth in diameter without growth in the number or 

cells. Hypertrop'JY occurs by synthesis ot protein (32]. It can be induced by high-intensity 

exercises such as weight.li!ting. Endurance exercises, however, have no eaeet [0). Atrophy, the 

opposite ot hypertrophy, occurs trom disuse. However, it the muscle is kept at passive tension, 

atrophy occurs less rapidly (32). 

3 
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A motor unit is the smallest set 01 fibers that CaD be stimulated at one time. Each unit is 

made up 01 only one type 01 fiber. However, the fibers 01 a unit may be interspersed with the 

fibers 01 another unit. In moderate activities, motor units are activated in sequence to prevent 

fatigue. AB activity increases, more units are recruited at the same time and the frequency or 

stimulation increases. 

Muscle fibers are arranged in two ways, parallel and penna Ie. In tluallel, the fib~rs run 

along the !ength of the muscle. In pennate, the fibers are at an angle relative to the length of 

the muscle (Fig. 2-2). 

Flp.re 2-21 Fiber arrangements in skeletal muscle 

( 4.) 

File' l'l.~l~tt'lLI1 t 

The power of a muscle depends its croe&-sectional area. The larger the cr06&-sectional 

area, the more powerful it is. The pennate arrangement allows more fibers and therefore, a 

greater cross-sectional area. The number 01 fibers per muscle is fIXed at birth, but the diameter 

of the fibers can be increased by exercise and training. The range of a muscle depends on the 

length of the individual fibers. Longer fibers have a greater ruge of movement. Long fibers 

usually occur in parallel arrangements. 
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Each mUlCt. it eacuec:I in a 8et of cOllllectiTe tiaue, the /alna. At the ends 01 the 

muscte, the lucia becomes continuous with tendoD. Tendons attach muscles to bone. They 

inereue the range of & musele and foeus its force on & distal t>Oint. Fascia and tendons are of 

similar material. Both add aD elutic component to muscles, the fasei:L in plU'all~t and the 

tendon in series. These components burrer the muscle in sudden ehuges in force. 

Muscles have distinctive tension-Iencth relationship». Puaive tension is caused by loading 

of the muscle without stimulation. The tension is due to the elasieity of the material and is 

negligible until the mu",le is stretched to its rest length, '". Ulually, this rest length is 1:5% of 

its disinserted length (0). Active tension is caused by loading with stimulation. Subtraction of 

the passive tension-length curve from the active tension-length curve results in the contractile 

force cu:ve (also called developed tension curve and extra tension curve). The contractile force 

is tension due solely to active contraction of the muscle fibers. The contrp,ctile force curve 

peaks at the rest length and decreases at either side. 

Bourne [Q) and Wilhelms [54J both stated th&t active muscle tension also peus at the rest 

length. Wilhelms further explained that at lengths less than or greater than 10, contacts 

between the myosin mamenta and the actin fllar.nenta are less than optimal and 10 produce less 

tension. This explanation, however, applies or.ly to the contractile foree curve. They did not 

take passive tension into account. Clarke l.od Rak!on [15) (43) have obtained experimental 

data which show that beyond 10, passive tension can offset the decrease in contractile force (Fig. 

2-3). For the human biceps, th~re is a local maximum at 10. 

2.2. The Skeletal SYltem 
The human skeleton is composed mostly of bones. It is divided into two main catet;ories: 

the azial ,keleton and the appendicular ,keleton. The axial skeleton consists of the 

skull(cranium), the vertebral columD, and the bones of the chest (thorax). The appendicular 

skeleton consists of the limbs, the pehic (hip) girdle, and the pectoral (shoulder) girdle. 

Bones meet at joints. Each joint is specialized for a certain type or types of movement. 

ThUl, joints limit the degrees of freedom (53J. 

Ligaments, which are of the same material u tendons, connect bones. They are passive 

structures and are essential for the control and stabUty of various joints in normal activities. 

However, detailed mechaniCi of the ligaments in various position of nexion-extension is still 

controversial. This is particularily true, for example, or the anterior 3Dd poIterior cruciate of 

the knee which are relatively inaccessible. Structural orientation of the fibers of muscle/tendon 

showl that the tendons have almoIt completely parallel alignment, which makes the tendon well 
6 
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suited tor withstanding high tensile loads. However, tbe fibers ot tbe ligaments baye less 

consistent structural orientation which varies in different ligaments depending on their runction. 

2.3. The Nenoa ST.tem 

Internally, skeletal museles are stimulated by the IOmatic or voluntary nervous system. 

Eacb ne"e cell is called a neurora. A croup ot neurons torm a nerve. In general, neurons have 

a dendrite (tree) region, a eell bod, and an azora (Fig. 2-4). The dendrite is a bighly branched 

region which receives stimuli, trom the environment or trom otber neurons. The cell body 

contains the nucleus and the respiratory organelles. The axon is the trunk or the neuron. It 

allows the neuron to spread a sipa! rar away rrom the cell body. Each axon ends in numerous 

aweUinp called ,,"optic /mob.. The knobs communicate, or '"aap,e, with other neurons or 

with errectol'l.uch as museles or glancla (53). 

Neural impulsel are Ipread botb electrically and chemically. Along the axon, the impulse 

is .pread by electrical chUCa At the tynaptie knobl, the electrical .ipall caUle the knobs to 

releue ehemieall called neurotr&D.llDitters. These neurotransmitters adiYate tbe next neuron or 

.rrector. 

Each motor unit has aaoeiated with it an axon. Tacether, they rorm a neuromotor unit. 

The axon or a neuromotor unit Mndl a rllament with tynaptie knobs to eacb fiber in the unit. 
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Motor units with lewer fibers can achien more precise and rapid movement. (9). 

2.4. TennlnolOl7 

2.4.1. Bod,. P~ltloD 
Thp. human body is described by a set of three orthogonal planet: the .agittcd, the 

tran.wrlt! and the lrontal planet. The aapttal plane divid. the body into left and right 

portions. The medial sagittal plue divides the body into symmetric halves. The tr&DSVerse 

plane, also called tbe horizontal plue, is parallel to the lfOund wben the body is uprigbt. The 

frooUl pl::ne, aIIo e3Ued the COl'OllaJ a:1&De, divid. the body into front and back. 

Medial refers to the midline of the body. lAtertJl refers to any point tar from the median 

liDe. Anterior and wntrtJl refer to the front of the body; pNterior and dor,al refer to the back. 

Superior and cranial refer to the head end of the body; inferior and caudol refer to the feet 

end. Prozimal and IIi. tal are relative tel1Dl used in reference to limbs along their long axis. 

Proximal indicates a point near the attachment of the limb) ud distal indicates a poict away 

from the attachment. 

7 
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1.4.1. Joint MOTeDle.nta 

Flexion decreases the angle between bones; movement is usually toward the ventral 

surface. Extension increases the angle, and movement is toward the dorsal surface. Abduction 

is movement away from tite midline of the body. In the cue of the l!r:gers, it is movement 

away from the midline 01 the hand through the middle rmger. Adduction is movement toward 

the midline 01 the body; with rmgen, it is movement toward the midline of the hand. Rotation 

is turning of the body about its long axis. Medial or internal rotation causes the ventral surface 

to turn toward the body midline. Lateral or external rota.tion causes it to turn away from the 

midliDe [24J. 

1.4.1. Origin and IBsertlon 

Origin and insertion are terms applied to the ends of a muscle. The C 'igin is the end that 

is relatively faxed in movement. In most cases, it is the attachment point closer to the midline 

of the body. The insertion is the end that is relatively mobile in movement. The terms, 

hoy ver, are not strictly dermed. The actions 01 the origin and insertion can often be revet"Sed. 

2.4.4. Made Groupe 

A muscle group is a set 01 muscles which perform similar functions. They are often 

wrapped together by a net of deep fascia [24), which is of the same material as fascia. In 

general, lour muscle groups are needed to carry out a task: 

• agonist.'! - the primary movers. 

• antagonists - oppose the action of the agonists and must relax lor the agonists to be 
effective. 

• fIXation muscles - rlX the base upon which movement by agonists is carried out. 

• synergists - nearby muscles which aid the agonists; if the agonists degenerate, the 
synergists frequently take over their functions. 

2.4.6. Iaometrle, Iaotonle and &oklnetle Contraetlon 

There are several well dermed categories of contraction: isometric, i8otonic, and 

i.okindic. Isometric contraction is contraction in which the length of tha muscle remains 

constant. Isotonic contraction is contraction in whiclt the external forc!; (torque) is constant. 

Concentric contraction is isotonic contraction in which the length of the muscle decreases; 

ucmtric contraction is contraction in which the length increa.~es. Isokinetic contraction is 

contraction in which the (angular) velocity of contraction remains consta.nt. 
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2.1i. Factors All'eetlDl Mucular Streqth 

1.1i.1. Motivation 

One of the most perplexing problems in muscle strength testing is obtaining maximum 

voluntary contraction, MW. MVC is the maximum strength a person can exert without injury. 

In practice, however, subjects psychologically set a wety limit that is often lower than the 

actual. Nelson [37] has shown that motivation can alter the perception ot that safety level. In 

a study of 250 men, he found that certain instructions elicited higher strength efforts. These 

instructions tended to challenge or boost the ego. They included comparisons to the results of 

other tests. 

2.1i.2. Position 

Body position affects the length of muscles. From the tension-length relationship, 

isometric strength depends on the muscle length. Clarke (IS) has shown that changing body 

position can also inactivate certain synergic muscles. By rotating the humerus inward during 

shoulder adduction, the biceps can be eliminated and result in a decrease of measured strength. 

2.6.1. Fatlpe 

Physiological fatigue is • a state in which the activity of a muscle decreases despite 

continuous stimulation but returns to normal after rest- (J. Scherrer). The general procedure 

in fatigue tests is to have a subject repeatedly pull a nxed load F over a distance I and rest 

The repet.it.ion is continued at a set pace until exhaustion. Mosso (36) made the first studies of 

muscular endurance. He is credited with inventing the ergograph, which records the 

displacement of load with time. In his studies, he allowed the distance I to vary during work. 

He took exhaustion to be the point at which displacement was no longer detectable and 

obtained uniformly decreasing ·curves of fatigue. - Clarke (151 followed this method but found 

that at certain loads and rates of work, the fatigue curves did not steadily decrease. In these 

curves the decline was not smooth. 

Monod and Scherrer [34) used a different approach. They fIXed both F and I, and 

designated exhaustion to be the point at which I begins to decrease (Fig. 2-5). They varied the 

work rate and found that the maximum amount of work done before exhaustion was inversely 

proportional to the work rate: 

tlim 
Wiz· ==-am p 

where P is the work rate; Wlim is the maximum work before exhaustion; tUm is the ler.gth of 

time in which work was done. They rurther derived a relationship between W fun and tlim (Fig. 

9 
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2-6): 

WUm = a + btUm 

where a ud b are physioJogical parameters related to the muscle's energy reserve and rate of 

energy reconstitution, respectively. At P = b, the rate of energy expenditure is equcl to the 

rate 01 energy reconstitution. The value b, then, is the highest rate at which work can be done 

continuously without exhaustion. 

FIpre 1-&: Measuring endurance 

(a) endurance 83 measured 
by Mo:s:so 

L 
hm 

loed 

(b) f'ndur.nef' as musurf'd 
by Monod and Schf'''Yf''' 

2.8. PrevIous StudIes In Determlnlns Strenlth 

1.8.1. Direct MeU1ll'ementa 

SubJective: 

flXf'd distancf' OVf'Y 
which lo~ pun.d 

t 

Most clinical assessments 01 muscular strength are subjective. The tester usually resists 

the movements of the subjects and grades strength on a scale of normal to trace. This method 

is limited by the strength 01 the tester, and requires that the person be very experienced. 

However, it is adequate lor most clinical purposes as the aim is to d3termine 1088 01 strength 

rather than absolute strength. 

There ar,e several grading systems, dillering in their defmitiOI::'; of each grade. The most 

popular system is the Lovett Method (31). 

10 
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Flpre 1-1: Relationship between work and work rate 

W 
lim 

8 

Objective: 

t 1· 1m 

Equipment to measure strength is based on either the cable tensiometer or the strain 

guage. The tensiometer determines strength by the amount or tension applied to a cable. The 

strain guage consists of several guage rings. Strength is determined by the change in electrical 

resistance of the rings as Coree is applied to the strain guage. Clarke [15J Celt that the strain 

guage was too sensitive to temperature and that deformations disappear too slowly. Wakim 

[52], on the other hand, felt that the internal resistance (friction) of the cable tensiometer was 

too high, and that it may increase with increasing (orce. Most instruments use the strain guage 

and are calibrated prior to each measurement to account Cor any ch!!.!lges due to temperature or 

permanent deCormation. 

The problem with objective tests lie in the procedure. At present, there is no standard 

method 01 obtaining strength data. Data Crom diCCerent studies orten cannot be compared 

because they were taken under diCferent circumstances, includin~ the ty?e of instructions given, 

the body position, and the amount of rest given between trials. 

1.1.1. EleetromrolP'aphr 

Electromyography, EMG, detects electrical activity (stimUlation) in the muscles. Its use is 

limited to those muscles that are near the surface. Moreover, it is a qualitative index oC 

muscular strength. Cnockaert et at [16] attempted to quantity EMG m.easurements, but their 

results have not been convincing. 
11 
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1.1.1. Clnematopoapla7 

Cinematography is most often used in gait analysis to determine indirectly force and 

velocity of movement. Velocity and acceleration are derived from displacement of markers 

placed on the skin. Foree is then calculated as acceleration x mass. The errors in this method 

are due to: 

• movement of the markers relative to the skin 

• measurement errors 

• calculation errors 

• errors in the anthropometric data on the mass of each limb 

2.1.4. Chatnn's Blomeehanleal Model 

Chaffin (11) developed the computerized Static Sagittal Plane (SSP) model to analyze 

static and pseudo-static rut efforts in the sagittal plane; he recently extended it to 3-dimensional 

lift tasks. The SSP model is a system of 1 links representing the body. It requires as input (1) 

the lift load, taken as acting on the center of gravity of the hand and (2) the angle between 

each link in the rut posture. From this information, the model ca.lculates the force required 

from each link to stabilize and maintain the position. Includea in this model is an analysis of 

the compression on the spine and the abdominal pressure that is developed during lifts. The 

results indicate that lilting capacity is not limited by mu~ular strength hut by compression on 

the spine. Abdominal pressure alleviates compression and enables a greater lift. 

2.8.6. Physleal Characteristics 

Several attempts have been made to correlate muscular strength to physical 

characteristics. Lamphiear and Montoye (30] studied the relationship between body size and 

isometric strength. They measured isometric grip and upper arm strengths of 2,713 subjects 

and correlated the measurements to 12 size variables. They found that most of the variance in 

strength could be accounted for by only 5 variables: 

• height 

• weight 

• biacromial diameter 

• arm girth 

• triceps skinfold thickness 

They derived sex and age specific equations based on these variables to predi~t strength. 

Hosler and Morrow [21] assessed the role of gender in determining strength. They 
12 
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measured a.rm and lee strengths or 87 men and 115 women. Using stepwise analysis, they 

correlated the measurements to body size, body composition (rat content) and gender. In the 

rust analysis, gender was entered as the only variable and round to account for 60-74% of the 

variance in strength. In a second analysi.;, the effects or body size and composition were first 

eliminated by entering them into the &nalysis. Inclusion of gender at this point accounted for 

an additional 1-2% or variance. The variance in gender was absorbed by the other two 

variables. Differences in gender, then, was attributed mostly to size and composition. 

1.7. Joint Force Caleulatlons 

Internal forces and moments at a joint are difficult to measure directly. The force system 

has to keep the entire structure in static equilibrium at all times. The intersegmental force and 

moment resultants at the joints are determined approximately by modeling the body or parts 

thereof as a system of rigid links. Joint (inverse) force calculations involve calculating the 

internal joint reactions for a particular body position due to external forces. These joint 

resultants are then distributed to the muscles and ligaments using a simplified representation of 

joint ana.tomy. Inspection or the force distribution can show whether the body can possibly 

maintain static equilibrium at a specified body position. The ma."(imum stress can be calculated 

from the force distribution and the cross sectional area of the muscles. A joint r.annot maintain 

a particular position when the maximum stress is greater than the maximum allowabJe stress of 

the muscles. 

2.7.1. Coordinate Transformations 

The body is modeled as a system of rigid bodies kept in equilibrium. A global coordinate 

system are related to the external forces. The coordinates of the joints are chosen with respect 

to a set of local axes which are located at the joints. The length and weight of the body 

segments and their respective center of gravity are estimated from anatomical literature. 

In order to calculate the local joint coordinate with respect to a global axis, homogeneous 

transformation matrices are required (Fig. 2-7). For example, the change in coordinates of a 

point on body 3 resulting trom rotation about the Y axis is given by: 

f.XG Yo Zo I)T =[T'l][Tc1](T,2](Tc2](T,3)[Tcs)tx. Y4 Z4 lIT 
where [To] is a rotational matrix and [T c) is translational matrix. 

2.7.1. EquUlbrlum EquatloJUI 

Equilibrium equations tor the total body are used to determine the external reactions such 

as reactions due to contact with a surrace. The general equations of force and moment 

equilibrium are written as: 

13 
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L' Fx = 0 
L' Fy = 0 
L' F, = 0 
L'Mx = 0 
~My=O 

L'Mz = 0 
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Flsure 2-71 Coordinate transformation axes. 
, are angles betweell eoordiDate pairs. 

z 

G 
x 

Application or the equilibrium equations are limited to body positions and end conditions 

which render the problem determinant. The end conditions, that is, the condition or the body 

when it is in contact with an external surface are assumed to produce no moment at that 

location. No moment is produced, only rorces in the x, y and z direction, when a root, knee or 

elbow ma.kes contact with a surface. Zero moment also occurs when a hand grips a restrained 

object. Distributive forces occur when a body is in a seated positioll. Point contact is assumed 

and the distributed forces are resolved into a resultant Coree. Examples or determinant postures 

for & body are given in lig. 2-8 and 2-0. 

Indeterminacy is whell the number of unknown Corces and mou:cnts are greater than the 

number of equations. A possible oceurance or indeterminacy is when the body is additionally 

restrained by external tores such as a belt (Fig. 2·10). In this case, two varibles are introduces 

and only one additional equation is added to solve the force system. 

14 
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FIIUft 1-8: Body with determinant foree system. 

6 unknowns 

6 tqu.tions 
IF(x,Y) = 0 
IM(',2,3,4) = 0 

4 

~l ~l 
2 3 

Figure 2-0: Determinant force system. Distributive 
Corces resolved into resultant force. 

2 known apph.d foreu - P 

6 Jnknowns 

R.5utint fore. at baek 
usumt point contiet it 1 

6 tquat;ons 

IF(x,Y) = 0 
IM(',2,3,4)'" 0 

4 

Solut.ion of an indeterminant problem can be achieved by using stirCness coeCficients which 

relates the displacement to the forces. The use of this relation, called the compatibility 

condition, reduces the order of indeterminacy by the number of stirrness equations whiC'h can be 

applied. Indeterminate problems are not considered here since it requires the material 

properties of the external surface which a body is in contact. 

2.7.4. Joint Forees 
Once the e::ternal forces are computed for a body orientation the forces and moments at 

each joint can be computed by applying the equilibrium equation Cor each segement. Paul 

laO) equates this to the transformation of forces and moments between coordinate frames. The 

15 
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Flpre 1--10: Icdeterminaat torce system. Addition at belt restraint. 

8 unknowns 
R.sultlnt fore •• t b.ck 
Fore. from b.lt 

7.qu.t;ons 
IF(x ,\I) z 0 
%M( 1 ,2,3 ,4 ,~) =- 0 

4 

R 

B 

transformation from the present coordinate frame to a frame c is represented by the simple 

relationship: 

where 

CMx =n . (( F x p ) + M) 
eMy = 0 . (( F x p ) + M) 
CMy = a . (( F x p ) + M) 
cFx = n. F 
CFy = o. F 
cFa = a. F 

C = indicates the coordinate frame the lorce/moment are transformed toward 

F = genct'alized force vector 

M = generalized moment vector 

n,o,a,p = first, second, third and fourth columns of a transformation matrix. 

The equilibrium equations in this form are useful for efficient computer calculations. (see 

Appendix I for computer prosram) 

Z.8. Determlnlnl Foree Distribution: Optlml •• tlon Mode" 
The large number of muscles and ligaments involved usually renders the problem of 

rmding the resultant forces in the muscles indeterminate because there are more unknowns than 

equations. There are two major approaches to IOlving this indeterminate problem. One 

approach, called the 'r!duction ' method, utilizes EMG data or other justifications to reduce 

the number of unknowns so that the problem is determinant. Paul (lOSS) [38) rll'St used this 
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method to get the force distribution at the hip. The reduction method was applied by Morrison 

(35) to the knee joint under dynamic conditions and by Chao et aI. [13) to distribute joint 

resultants under static conditions. This method is primarily useful in instances where the actual 

joint anatomy is very simple or functions simply. 

An alternate procedure of solving the distribution problem, the • optimization • method, 

was introduced by Seireg and Arvikar [47) and Penrod et al. (41] In this method, it is assumed 

that the distribution process occurs in such a way as to optimize some kinetic property called 

the objective Cunction. The proper objective function is not known a priori, so the 

appropriateness of the function chosen must be established indirectly Oil the basis of the results 

obtained. Examples of the objective function are the minimization of forces and/or moments, 

minimization or mechanical energy ,and minimization of stress. 

2.8.1. Muscle Model 

Biomechanicians have modeled the lines of action along which the muscles act in two 

basically difCerent ways. These two methods are called the straight line method and the 

centroid line method. The straight line method requires that the approximate points of muscle 

attachment be determined on body segments proximal and distal to the given joint, and then 

assumes the rorce transmitted by the muscle acts along the straight line connecting the two 

points. The centroid line model requires the locus of transverse cross-sectional centroids be 

established ror the muscle in a variety of joint configurations, and then assumes that the Coree 

transmitted by the muscle, at any point on this three-dimensional locus, is tangent to the 

centroid line at that point. 

Although the centroid line model correctly represents the line of action for a muscle as a 

curved path in the joint neighborhood, it has a number of disadvantages. First, its usc requires 

the collection or a large amount of data to represent a single muscle in only one configuration. 

Second, a transverse cross-section of a muscle is difficult to define in a meaningful way. 

Problems occur when they have broad attachments or have an unusual shape. Third, the 

model is not easy to use when the joint configuration changes. Fourth, curved centroid lines 

obtained from section cadaver specimens may not accurately represent in vivo data. 

2.8.2. Coordinate Tranal'ormatloDS 

The system of rigid bOOies is kept in equilibrium by the pull on the muscles or ligaments. 

The muscle forces are assumed to be directed along lines joining the corresponding points of 

origin and insertion on the skeletonal sy.tem. The coordinates of the points of origins and 

insertion are chosen with respect to a set of a.'tes which are located at the joints. The location 

of the points or origins and insertions, the weight of the body segments, and their respective 

J~~.~c~~_.~ ~,_~~~~~~ .. _-~~.~~ .. 17 



StreDcth Mocle1in, 
centers of gravity are estimated from aDatomicalliterature. 

1.8.a. EqulIIbrlulD EquatloDa 
The gen.:ral equations of force and moment equilibrium (or each segment of the body are 

written as: 

where 

E Fx =- E Fili + Fx =- 0 
1:F,=EF,!Dj +F,=O 
1: F I = E F ini + F I = 0 
1:Ms;=1:Mxi+Ms;=O 
1: M, = E M,i + M, = 0 
E M. == E Mal + M, = 0 

Fi = tensile force in the musele i, 

MXi,MYi,Mli== moment of force in muscle i about the respective axes, 

li,mi,ni== directional cosines for the musele i calculated from the coordinates of the poiDt 

of origin and poiDt of insertioD, 

Mx,My,Mz= moment about the respective axes due to aU Corces other thaD muscle Corces 

actiDg aD each body as well as aDY additioDal joiDt momeDts carried by the ligameDts, MAX' 

MAY aDd MAZ at joiDt A. 

Free body diagrams Cor the analysis oC the lower extremities are showD iD Fig 2-11, 2-12, 

2-13, aDd 2-14. The seveD segments oC the lower e:!Ctremeties would yield 42 equilibrium 

equatioDs. With 31 muscles on either side of the sagittal plaDe, 3 joiDt reaction components 

along the three referellce axes at each of the six joiDts, 3 momeDt components at each joint, and 

3 pateUar reactions on each side, the total number oC unknown variables is 104. Therefore, the 

net number oC unknown variables is 62. 

1.1.4. Mueulo-Skeletal Model 
The main considerations tor developing the model are: 

1. The muscles are .. umed to produce tensile Corces only. 

2. The action oC each muscle is represented by one or more lines to simulate the 
capabilities of the muscle in three dimensional space. For example, the adductor 
mapu muscle has two parts- the adductor part and the extensor 
part.Consequently the muscle is represented by two lines as indicated in Fig 2-15. 

3. Whenever a straight line representing a muscle is intenupted by some interposing 
structure, the direction ot the line iI changed to wrap around the the .trudore and 
a resultant reaction is assumed on both t~§ muscle and the strudure to simulate the 
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Pip" 1-11. Force model for the pelvis (47) 

FI ..... 1-11. Force model for the femur (47) 
'''A", .. 
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expected pressure between them. For example, the quadriceps musele is connected 
to the tibia through the patellar ligament. The patenar therefore has cuntact with 
the 'emur and consequently introduces a reaction on it (Fig 2-18). 

2.0. OptlmlmbatloD Methoda 

2.0.1. OptlmlzatloD FUDetloD Sued OD Forea ad MomeDta 

Seireg and Arvikar (47) in their evaluation of forces in the lower extremeties of the 

muaculo-steletal .ystem coDlidered leVeral optimization functiolll to Eolve the indeterminate 

problem. The objective functions were formulated as ODe or a weighted combination or (4G): 

IG 
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'1 ..... 1-11. Force model for the fibula {47J 
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Fip.re 1-14. Foree model ror the root (47) 

Flpre 1-1&1 MUlele model for the quadriceps (47J 
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Pipre 1-111 Masele model lor the adduetor mapus In) 

• minimization of forces in the muscles: 
objective function U == E Fi 

• minimuation of the work done by the muscle to attain the given p05turf>, that is, 
minimize the product of the museular tension and its elongation c:r I!ontract:on: 

objective (unction U == FilA ~I 
wh~re IA Lil is the magnitude of muscle extension 

• minimization of the vertical reaetioDS RAZ, Raz, RCZ at tbe three joints A, B, and C 
respeetively: 

objedive function U = IRAZI + IRazl + IRczl 

• minimization of the moments carried by the ligaments at the thrr::e joints: 
objective function 
U=L'M 

== IMAy! + IMaxl + IMayl + IMszl + IMcxl + IMeyl + !i\fczl 
These objeetive functions and the equations of equilibrium are illlear and, therefore, can 

be formulated as a linear procram and a unique solution is obtainable by t,hf" simplex technique. 

Th~ model was applied fllr static cases where the body was standing ud leaning forwarci 

or backward. The plots of the theoretical results and the ~xperimental verification by EMG of 

the gastrocnemius and semitendinosus muscles arc given in Figs. 2-17 and 2-18 Cor the leaning 

posture. The figures serve as a guide for detennining the correlation between the theoretical 

results bued OD the selected optimization funetioll and the measured muscle response. From 

the figures it wu determined that the best Ht of criteria wu of the form r + k M. Table 2-1 

gives a summary of different weighting f&etors k in all the studies. Till' t::ble suggests that such 

a criterion with Ie crea~r thaD 4 15 applica~le to all cue (.01 (46). 

2.1.2. Optlmbatlon Fuetlou Buecl OD Sw-

In Crowninshield, et aI. ~18) invstigation of the human hip durinr; level wa1k~~ and other 

aetivities impc.sed an upper bound conatraint on the magnitudes or the "l:l~elc forces during the 

atribution process. This i1 to ensure that possibly unreuonable larg" !'ort'cs in the single most 

advantageous muscle will not be predicted. The linear objeetive function is of thf.' rorm 
21 
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I'Jsare 1-111 Theoretical and experimental results plotted 
on independent scales for gastrocnemius (461 
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Figure 2-18: Theoretical and experimental results plotted 
on independent scales ror semitendinosus (46) 
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u= r[FJAJ, 
where ~ is the physiological cross-sectional area or the i-th muscle. Although Dot precisely 
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Tabl. 1-11 Evaluation of feasibility or different criteria (47) 

Leanina Leanina 
Criteria forward backward Stooping 

F+OM Y x x 
F+O'~~M y x x 
F+O'7$ Y V x 
F+M x V x 
F+ J'~$M x V x 
~+J'~M x V x 
F+~M x V y 
F+3M x V ,,' 
F+4M V V V 
F+$M Y V \/ 
F+IOM Y V Y 
F+~M Y V Y 
F+4OM Y V V 

M Y V V 

Y possible. 
x not feasible. 

dermed, the cross sectional area is generally taken to be the muscle's volume divided by its 

length. The constraints imposed on the unknown muscle rorces during the optimization process 

are that they must be non-compressive, and that they must not exceed a maximum allowable 

value that is proportional to the physiological cross-sectional area. The required constraint 

equation is 

[FiJAJ <= a 

where a is the maximum allowable tensile stress in the muscles. 

The magnitude or the ui>per bound muscle stress contraint a afrects the size or the 

admissible solution space and, thererore, affects the solution to the distribution problem. The 

smallest value or a ror which the solution space is not empty is denoted by ac ' It was round 

experimentally that by choosing a that is equal to 1.2 ac , a physiolgically reasonable solution 

was obtained. 

2.0.3. Optimization Based on Endurance 

Fick (1910) and others reported that individual muscle rorce exertion capabilities can be 

related to muscle cross-sectional size through a constant or proportionality with the units or 

stress [23}. Don et aI. (1979) showed that the endurance relation was related to the muscle's 

exertion capabilities and, therefore, endurance was related to stress (20]. 

Based upon the endurance properties of the muscles, Crowninshield and Brand's 

[10] objective function was 

Un = E [Fi/A~D 
where the appropriate power of n is not known. The actual value or n may vary between 
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individual subjects and between individual museles. Musele forces predicted in this manner will 

tend to keep the individual stresses low which will coincide with achieving maximum 

endurance. Also the fact that the maximum stress that the muscle is capable of, 0.4 to 1.0 

MN/m2, was used as the upper bound constraint for stress. 

Crowninshield and Brand applied the optimization function to the modeling of force 

prediction in locomotion. Individual muscle forces were predicted incorporating various values 

of n. The patterns of muscle force prediction are not very sensitive to small change in n as 

shown in Fig. 2-19. The use of a power of 2.0 may be adequate and offers the advantage of 

permitting the use of quadratic programming in place 0' more general nonlinear programming. 

Crllwninshield pointed out that the criterion of maximum endurance might be reasonable for an 

activity such as walking at a comfortable pace when endurance is great; it might not be 

reasonable of other activities such as climbing stairs. In such ease, the body might point to a 

different criteria [19]. 

Figure 2-10: Comparison of Optimization Function for diJTerent values of n lUlJ 
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1.0.4. Comparlslon of Optimisation Fundlona 

The work by Crowninshield W88 concerned with the investigation of forces in a quasi

static condition. The forces were calculated for situations when the subject was in locomotion. 

An et \.I. (3) compared the various optimization functions for a static situation (at the elbow 

joint). The optimizationfunctioDS that were compared are: 

1. minimization of forces: U = E F j and U = E Fi 2 

2. minimization of stress: U = E (FJ~, and .with an upper bound muscle stress 
constraint: U = E (FJA;] , FJAt <= a 

3. minimization of endurance: U = E (FJAJ2 
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By using the summation of muscle force and summation of stress as the minimizing criteria, 

only one muscle was predicted to carry an applied force at the elbow joint. The minimizaton of 

the nonlinear combinations of the stress with aD upper bound proyided a more evenly 

distributed muscle system to carry the applied load. Table 2-2 gives a comparision of the 

optimization methods and Fig.2-20 compares the theoretical results with EMG data (3). 

NIp 

Table 2-2: Comparison of optimzation method for muscle 
and joint force determination (3) 

MintF; Min tSj MintFj1 MintS;l Mincr;SjSa --BIC J.4 2.5 1.1 
BRA 9.5 1.0 4.6 2.9 
BRD 4.3 2.3 0.4 0.6 
FCR 
ECRL 
ECRB 
ECU 

U 0.1 0.1 
0.9 0.4 0.9 
0.8 0.2 0.7 
0.4 0.1 0.6 

~p U U U ~9 U 
(dq) 9.7 66.3 24.0 62.0 41.3 

1·,Load applied at the distal ulna when elbow is in 90 des of flexion. Only nexion-extensional moment equilibrium 
equation is considered. 

Figure 2-20: Comparison of theoretical results with those from 
EMG experiments. The muscle forces of biceps and brachloradiallis 

muscles are calculated by the optimization or stress :md a upper bound 
of stress for weight lifting at yarious forearm position (3) 

2.10. Antagonistic Muscles 
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The force system modeled did not include antagonist muscles. Antagonisti'? muscles 

produce counterbalancing tensions for the purpose of reducing subluxation forces at the joint, 

which may cause excessive stretch of the ligamentous structure surroun(Ung the jcL~. Under 

this condition, the compressive force at the joint is increased, which will also enhance stability 
25 
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(Fig.2-21). 

Fllure 2-21: Pylon concept Cor tendon and joint Cundion 

fi., join! 

2.11. Inclusion of Ligamentous Forces 

Ligaments cause nonlinear and coupled load-displacement ·characteristics at the joint. 

When the joint is displaced, the ligaments are stretched and develop forces wh~ch r:?sist the 

motion. Shear loads developed during a drawer test are tramsmitted ncross the joint line. The 

ligamentous tensile Corces also combined with the bone compressive Coree permit transmission oC 

moments. Since the ligaments are arranged in parallel, the Corces and moments they t.a.nsnit 

are additive. Thus the total reaction load is the sum oC that due to the individual ligaments 

and the contact Coree, as shown in Fig.2-22. The coordinate system that was assigned for the 

musclo-skeletal model is also used in the modeling of a joint to predict ligament forces. 

The joint is modeled by a 12 x 12 beam element 3tiffness matrix. The Coree-displacement 

relationship is given by 

{F} = [k){~} 

where 

{F} = local internal force vector 

[k] = local element stiffness matrix 

{a} = local displa.cement vector or 
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Flaure 1-22: Some of the forces acting on the tibia at the knee joint 

Fxl 
FYI 
FII 
Mx1 
MYI 
Mil 
Fx2 -
FY2 
Fz2 
Mx2 
MY2 
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where 

, 

[ku ] 
(6 x 6) 

[k21] 
(6 x 6) 

.. , 

[kl21 
(6 x 6) 

[k221 
(6 x 6) 

, 

>'xl 
>'yl 
>'11 
;x1 
;yl 
;11 
>'x2 
>')'2 
>'12 

;x2 
;72 
;12 

, 
I , 

I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ , 
, 
I 

I , 

I 

>'ij = translational displacement in the i-th direction at segment j 

;ij = rotatio,naJ displacement about the i·th direction at segment j 

kij = stiffness coefficient at i due to a displacement at j or 

[F 1 F 21T = [k] [~1 ~21T 
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This equation can be expressed with respect to a dobal system as: 

(FG1 FG21T == (kG) (~1 ~2lT 

The transformation between the local and global coordinate system (or the stifTness matrix is: 

(kG] = (T]-1(k][T] 

where T is a rotational matrix. 

2.11.1. StlfTnesa Matrix 

Since the joint has nonlinear load-displacement characteristics, the stiffness coefficients 

are not constants, but continuous functions of the applied displacement (rotation) and the 

initial position o( the joint. 

Piziali et a!. (42] ran a series of test on fresh human knee to determine the stiffness 

coefficients. Displacements were applied to the femur and the forces transmitted to the tibia 

were measured. A curve for each kij as a function of displacement was established (see Fig. 

2-23 for examples). Because the stifTness coefficients have only been found for the knee joiilt, 

this method cannot be applied to other joints in the body. 

Figure 2-23: Stiffness vs. Displacement curves for primary and 
coupled stiffness resUlting from medial and lateral 

displacement of the femur (42) 

KIKt/CIII. KIKf-CllllCIII' 

FOIICE STIFFNESS MOMENT STIFFNESS 

Grood and Hefzy (25], analytically calculated the joint stiffness for a given joint position 

instead of a given joint displacement. The previous stiffness matrix [k] is a secant stiffness 

matrix. The equation {F} == (kH~} can be written in differential fOfm if {F} and {~} are 

replaced by their inrmitesimal variations {dF} and {d~} and [k) is replaced by the tangent 

stiffne5lt matrix [5]. The difference between the secant and the tangent stifCness is illustrated in 

Fig.2-24 The ditrerential load-displacement for the first qua.drant of the secant stirfnef:S matrix 

(kll] is 
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[SI2)] .{d>'} 
(5221 d; 

or 

where the submatrices are 3 x 3. Accordingly, the joint reaction forces and moments due 

to the ligaments are related to the joint parameter, F, by the integral 

{F} = J [S){d~) 
Flpre 2-24: Secant and tangent stiffness 
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The change in jcint reaction forces, due to the ligaments, acting on a segment with 

fe$pect to a translation of an adjacent segment is [a Fila >'j] and was found to be 

[Su] = { (dT IdL)lilj ) + { (T fL}6ijlilj ) 

where the relation between tensile force and ligameot length was derived from Crowninshield et 

aI. (17) as 

where 

L = ligament length 

Ii = directional cosines 

6ij = Kronecker-delta 
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A = ~r088 sectional area of ligament 

Lo = slack length of ligament 

From the equation for [Su], the stilfness is composed or two ()arts: one due to the ligament's 

axial stiffness and the othf:r due to & change in the ligament's orientation. Comparisons of 

predictions of knee joint stillness with Crownwhield's work are shown in Fig.2-25. 

Flsure 2-201 Comparison of theo.~tical and experimental knee stability (25) 
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2.12. ModeUnl or Foree Distribution 
To evaluate the force distribution, the objective function U = E [F JAil with an upper 

bound constraint of [Fu'Ad <= CI, where .4 <= CJ <= 1.0 MN/m2 is the simpliest to 

implement in order to get reasonable results. The summation of forces and moments do not 

provide a reasonable method for determining the maximum Corce a pa.rticular muscle can 

aecomodate. Modeling by the muscle exertion capa.bilities is physiologically the most desirable 

but it is shown that muscle exertion capabilities are related to endurance and endurance is 

related to stress (Ig). Nevertheless, An et aI. showed that in a static case the objective function 

of the summation of stresses with a constraint of maximum stress yields similar results to the 

objective function that is related to endurance. Also, the objective function of the summation 
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ot stresses can be more easily solved by liDear Pl'Oll'ammiDg than by the nonlinear pror;ramming 

which is required tor the endurazaee objective tunction. 

Ligamentous torees should be coDlidered in the model until it is found that the effect of 

its torees is minimal. No literature has been tound which examines the contribution of 

ligamentous torees to the strength model. It appears that Crood and lIefz)"s modeling of 

ligamentous torces provides reasonable results without relying on experimental data. 

1.11.1. ImplemeDtatloD 

The torce distribution is considered for computer implementation. Initially a datAbase of 

body parameters needs to be entered into the system. There may be !!everal databases for the 

various body types: 

1. person of small proportions 

2. person of medium proportions 

3. person of large proportions 

The body parameters tor the various body types can be determined either trom anatomy books 
or a sampling of eadavers which fits the required body type. The body parameters are: 

1. mass and length of each body segment 

2. location ot origin and insert.ion and cross sectional area of the muscles 

3. maximum allowable stresses tor the muscles 

4. cross sectional area and slack length ot the ligaments 

The variables tor a particular problem are the: 

1. angles between each body segment to define the body poetion 

2. forces and moments that are applied at the body sl!gements 

3. end conditions ot the body element, e.g. hand gripping a permanent structure yields 
zero moment 

Once the variables are defined the resultant forces at each joint can be computed by 

equilibrium equations. The objective tunction and the maximum allowable stresses provide the 

equations to use linear programming to calculate the stresses in th~ muscle system at a 

particular body position. 

2.11. DetermlDlDl Joint Torque: A M1I8cuio-Skeletai Model 

The optimization model is a backward analysis ot strength. Gh"en a joint torque, it 

determines the distribution ot torce among the muscles. Alternatively, t.!le joint torque can be 

determined from a given set of muscle forces. In this direct &Ilalysis of strength, the muscle 
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forces are dependent on the physiological makeup of the muscles. Th:!t is, they are derived 

from the force capabilities 01 the muscles. Once these lorces arc known, the resultan t torque is 

set by the position or the muscles, or more precisely, by the direction 01 the forces with respect 

to the limbs. 

2.11.1. BUI'. EquatloD or Muacular Bebaylol' 

Many studies have been made on the characteristics of isolated muscle. Most notable are 

those earried out by Hill (26). From experiments on the heat 01 shortening in Irog muscles, he 

derived a hyperbolic relationship between contractile rorce, P, and the velocity of contraction, 

V: 

(P+a)(V+b) = b(Po+a} 

where Po is the maximum isometric strength at rest length. The parameters a and bare 

proportional to the muscle's cross-sectional area and length, respectively. Moreover, Hill found 

that alP 0 = bfV max = constant. The interpretation was that force is also proportional to 

mesde area and length. 

2.11.2. Pal'ametel' Values 

Although the values of a and b vary from muscle to muscle, Hill claims that alP 0 = 
bfV max = constant, where V max is the maximum velocity 01 contraction at rest length. He 

obtained values 010.2 to 0.5 lor the consta.nt. Ralston (44), however, obtained a va.lue of 0.81 

for the human pectoralis major, and Fenn and Marsh [22J obtained a value of 0.75 for cat 

quadriceps. The disagreement on this value has been attributed to changes in the dimensions of 

the muscle as it contracts. Several studies [1} (33) have suggested that using instantaneous 

isometric strength instead of the isometric strength at rest length would account for these 

changes. Accordingly alP oil not alP 0' is constant over all muscles. With alP 01 = bfV max = 
c, Hill's equation becomes 

(l+c)V 
P=Polll+ (b+lI) J 

To obtain Pol, Pedotti et al [40) linearized the muscle tension-length curve for small 

chat\@,es in length around the rest length: 

Pol=Po(I-1.25(l0·1)] lor 1</0 

Pol=Po(I-0.5(1-lo)] for 1>10 

For greater changes in length, Stern 14g) obtained descriptive equations for the bicep muscles by 

riUing experimental data: 
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Pol [/oglg{I/I(o))J 2 
--1()().. ror Pol/Po < 1.078 
Po 0.054448 

Pol 
P -2.1277-0.010638(//10 ) Cor 1.078 < Pol/Po < 2.00 

o 

The values oC Po and V max can be obtained by: 

Po=k( croal-eectional area) 

where k = Coree per unit area ot musele. 

v mcaz=[mean JiberlengthJ[R~ ,+RP sJ 

where RF is the percentage content of F-type fibers in the muscle and GF IS the speed 

characteristic ot F-t,ype fibers; Rs and Gs are analogous tor S-type fibers . 
• 

There is a wide range ot values tor k. Pedotti {401 gives a value ot k = 15kg/cm2 tor the 

locomotor muscles. Dourne, however, reports values ot k ranging trom 2.4kg/cm2 to gkg/cm2 

tor the quadriceps temoris, and Haxton reports 3.0kg/cm2 tor the calf muscles. Ralston 

obtained 2.4kg/cm2-4kg/cm2 tor the biceps brachii; however, using ultrasonics, Ikai and 

Fukun~ga obtained a value ot g~g/cm2 (as compiled by Bourne (g1). The variance may be 

partially due to diUerent fiber arrangements: parallel and pennate. In p~nnate arrangement, 

the angle ot the fibers with respect to the length ot the muscle, along with cross-sectional area, 

determines the power ot the muscle. Moreover, the dirferent types ot muscle fibers difter in 

their diameter and peak tension. F-type fibers have larger diameters and can achieve twice as 

much tension as S-type fibers. 

Although these characteristics are well known, there is very little data on actual muscle 

content. One study (10) took muscle biopsies to determine fiber content ot the biceps and 

vastus muscles. The ratio ot type I to type D fibers are shown inches. For the men, the 

average ot the ratios wu constant at 0.8, but (or the women, it varied Crom 1.0 to about 0.5 

(Fig. 2-26) 

2.13.3. Computer implementation 

The musculo-skeletal model integrates the museular system and the skeletal system to 

determine the torque at a joint. Maximum stimulation is usumed so the nervous system cnn be 

ignored. Each muscle is represented by its directed line or force (Fig. 2-27) This model was 

implemented as a computerized, iterative process. The Fortran listings can be Cound in 

Appendix n. It requires as input pbysiologica~aramet<.rs d~cribing the muscle(s) or interest 
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rlpre 1-11. Ratio of type I to type D fiber found by musc1! biopaies 
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aDd the placement 01 the muscle(l) in the body: 

1. rest length 

2. insertion length 

3. origin length lorce per unit area 

4. crOll sectional area 

S. value 01 Hill's constant 

O. velocity 01 eon traction 

'1. range of motion 
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For each moment 01 time, the model uses Hill'. equation to derive muscular loree. Then from 

the body position, calculates the corresponding torque. 
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FIpn S.D. The mueuJo.tkeletal model 

1.13.4. Results 

The model was run lor nexion of the biceps brachii. This muscle wu used for the test 

mainly because there is more available data lor the biceps. Physiolopcal values lor a 

hypothetical biceps muscle were compiled Irom Stern (40], Fick (23], and Schumacher (45): 

• length 01 oripn == 3.2 cm 

• length 01 insertion == 27.0 cm 

• cross-seetiona.l area = 3.7 cm2 

• force per unit area == 10.00 N/cm2 

• maximum velocity == 25 rad/s 

The value c was t,;'.ken arbitrarily at 0.5, and velocity 01 contraction at 24 rad/s. The rest 

lenph WN taken to be the length at go decreet 01 nexion. The model was a1Jo run at different 

values, and the results compared to the results 01 these reference values. 

Graph 1 compares the results in usin, Hill'. equation with Po and with Pol' For this 

muscle, at least, there is very little difference in the calculated torqup. The remaining tests 

were done using Hill'. equation with Pol' Graph 2 .hoWi the dirrerence in mternai muscle lorce 

and ~xternal torque. Muscle force remained essentially the same throughout nexion, but 

external torque ranged (rom about 0.0 to 84.04 N-cm. In Graph 3, the constant c was varied 

Irom 0.2 to 0.8 while all other ~arameters remaA&ed the same. In Graph 3a, the curve of c=0.4 
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was taken to b,.' the normal, and the external torque relative to the norm was calculated ror 

each time period. For each change in c, external torque was multiplied by a constant ractor. In 

other words, change in external torque is proportional to the change in c. In Graph 4, the force 

per area was varied rrom 10 to 20 N/cm2• Graph 4a is a normalized grapb using the curve or 

r/ A = 10 as the normal. It can be seen that the change in external torque is also proportional 

to the change in rorce per unit area. Graph 5 shows the changes in external torque due to 

changes in cross-sectional area. Graph 5a is a normalized graph with A=3.7 as the normal. 

Change in t.orque is also proportional to change in area. Graph 6 shows the changes due to 

changes in velocity or contraction. Normalization was done by taking the ratio or the torque at 

each time period relative to the peak torque ror each curve. The results are show in Graph 6a. 

Graphs 6 and 6a show that at at higher speeds, the peak torque and the change in torque is 

greater. (see Appendix m for graphs) 

2.13.5. DiseussioD 

The musculo-skeletal model is based on an integrated profile of muscle physiology and 

biome('hanics. The nervous system also determines strength by controlling the amount and 

frr;quency or stimulation. However, ror this model, stimulation was taken to be at maximum so 

that the nervous system can be eliminated rrom the factors. The model, then, determines the 

iY" .Aimum strength for a given muscle and its placement in the body. Since contractile force is 

linearly related to nervous stimulation, ror any other level or stimulation, strength can be taken 

as the corresponding percentage oC the maximum. 

As described in the introduction, motivation can also innuence the amount or strength 

that is actually exerted. Because motivation is psychological, its effects are difficult to quantify. 

However, it can also be integrated into the model as an offset factor whose value can be taken 

to fit expe::mental data: 

actual strength = r(calculated strength) 

where r <= 1.00. 

The model is dependent on the instantaneous isometric streng~h. Both Pedotti [40} and 

Ster!l [4g] fitted expermental data to obtain the isometric strength nt lengths other than rest 

length. Pedotti's equation is valid only for very small cbanges about the rest length. The curve 

is similar to the experimental isometric rorce-Iength curve of biceps muscles obtained by Ralston 

(44). Preliminary tests, howeve!, showed that Cor the composite biceps muscle, the changes in 

length during nexion were greater than the changes allowed in Pedotti's equation. Stern's 

equation allowed greater changes. However, the curve described by the equation is not 

consistent with Rabton's curve (Fig. 2-28). 
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F1sure 2-281 Comparison of the Pedotti equation and the Stern equation for 
the muscle tension-length relationship 
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The model is relies on many other physiological values: the length 01 inaertion, the length 

of origin, the cross-sectional area, etc. Because 01 the lack of consistent data, the model is 

difficult to evaluate. Where data is available, there is often disagreement on the actutl.1 values, 

such as on the value of the Coree per unit muscle area. The biceps muscle used Cor the tests was 

put together Crom various sources. It may be that this composite pror.Ie is not rC!:.!:Jtic, but 

that were the only available data. The value or the constant c has been reported to r::.:;ge Crom 

0.8 to 0.25. For the test, it was taken arbitrarily at 0.5. There is no basis for taken at this 

value other t.han that it is within the reported range. 

2.14. Summary or Force CalueulatloDB 

This report investigates two area oC strength modeling at the torque level: 

1. inverse calculation: to find the reactive forces for a body when it is applying or 
subjected to external forces 

2. calcula.te Corces: to find the force that a body is capable oC exerting (rom a certain 
restrained postion 

Inverse calcul3.tions can be answered directly by equilibrium equations when the body and the 

end conditions render the force system determinant. By using coordinate transformations the 

rorces at the joint level can be found. Optimization methods, which approximate the 

Coree/stress distribution, can be used to determine whether the muscles can hold the body in a 

particular quasi-static position. ALO) the analytical method to find the contribution of the 

ligaments ca.n be introduced into the force structure. The optimization method relics cn varies 

physiological values: the point of origin, the point of insertion and the cross sectional area of the 

muscles. Calculations of the ligament forces are subject to ligament length, ligament's slack 

length, and cross sectional area. Experimental data on these values deviates widely and, 

thererore, approximations would have to be assumed. 

Hill's equation of muscle behavior directly solves for the force capabilities at a joint 

{torque}. Applying Hill's equations at various joints the force capabilities of a body at a 

specified position can be found. Transrorming the joint Corces (local coordinates) to t,he point 

where the body is applying the ~.xterna1 Corces (global coordinates) yields the force cap:l.bility of 

a body that is in a particular position. Ifill's equation is dependent on experimental data for 

instantaneous isometric strength, and other physiological values which requires much more 

experimental data. 
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I. Human Strenph Databaaea 
There are several strength databases (e.,. [5, 6]) whieh would be more useful if made 

available through computer database query systems. The data returned by the query would 

typically be interpolated to provide approximate strength data for ~ositions not measured 

diredly. 

Much of the data available on human body strength is largely tabular in format (5, 6) but 

there seems to be little consistency between the various tables. Also, while there is quite a 

variety oC data, it is rather fragmented. For example, there might be two tables o( strength 

data presented as the maximal force applied for a given set oC parameters. This method oC 

presentation seems to be common. It is apparant (rom these examples that (or two different 

measurements there may be a great difCerence in the way the data is collected and packaged. 

The problem of storing strength data in a database does not appear to be a difficult one. 

The database model most appropriate to the problem is the relational one. In this model, 

tables o( data can most eonveniently be represented as relations with similar or functionally 

associated tables combined to Corm single relations. Storing each table or associated group oC 

tables as a separate relation offers a solution to the problem caused by the variety of Cormats 

encountered. A relation can be constructed to contain all the pertinant information contained 

in a given table of data. The majority oC the attributes of such a. relation would be key 

inCormation and perhaps some statistical information of potential use in more compli- cated 

queries. InCormation about each table as a whole can be included as accompanying 

documentation. Here the assumption is made that the person progra.mming the application 

which will use the database will be knowledgeable with regard to its de3ign and content. 

As an example, the relation created to store the information contained in a table of 

• mt ximal static hand Corces at various elbow angles exerted on a vertical handgrip by seated 

males· (Table 2.5-4 of [50)) might have the following attributes: HAND, which specifies the 

hand being used; nffiECTION, which indicates the direction of the force being exerted; 

ANGLE, indicating the elbow angle; and FORCE, which would contain the actual data. In 

addition, there might be included some attributes Cor the percentiles :'..nd standard deviation. 

The attributes HAND, DmECTION, and ANGLE would comprise t!~e key for this relation. 

Here it would be desirable, but not imperative, to have attributes such as HAND and 

DIRECTION declared over enumerated data types. A main diCrerence between the various 

tables in the literature is the number of key attributes needed to identify the desired datum. 

The next step in the development oC the database is the design of no set of queries to access 

the relations containing the strength data. This step will require some ir.put Crom the potential 
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users of the system. Before designing the queries it will be necessary to know "hat strength 

information is required and in what form. It may not be desirable to integrate such n. database 

completely into TEMPUS unless the data collected were complete and extensive enough to 

satisfy a large class of potential strength information requests. The alternative is to use the 

strength database as a separate adjunct to the OSDS software environment which is c::.lled upon 

when required. 

Note that there is nothing in the database approach which precludes incorporating 

strength information on a particular individual. Just 3S TEMPUS permits the use oC specific 

individuals as well as anthropometric ally generic (statistically derived) bodies, so too could 

databases have data ror both types. The advantage to the relational structure or the database 

is clear: the type of individual (real/generic) is just another table attribute. 

There are two problems with the database approach, though neither is insurmountable: 

converting tabular data to computer readable files, and interpolating over arbitrary body 

position and orientation. The first problem may be solved by determining which research 

projects produced computer readable data and obtaining such data on suitable magnetic media. 

It may be faster, however, to simply resort to manually entering the desired data. The second 

problem is the more severe. The data that is available may not be taken over enough variables 

to permit the sare interpolation or st.rength values at in-between positions and orientations. 

The missing information may, however, be collected through specific experiments designed to 

complete the database. For example, consider the strength data published by NASA [50]. 

Figures 2.5-2, -3, and -4 of that report are graphs for -predicted equal hand Coree capabilities

Cor both shirtsleeved and suited individuals. The graphs show three force directions (lifting, 

pushing, and pulling) for low (0.2) gravity situations. The data is provided in graphical form 

and would need to be obtained in the original numerical Corm prior to graphical contour 

analysis, presumably available from the original source (12]. Moreover, the data is only valid 

for -horizontal hand position in front of ankles. - For data on other hand orientations, arm 

positions, or zero-gravity one would have to resort fA: further experimentation. 

The interpolation problem is interesting, but simple solutions may suffice. For example, ir 

data is required on arm strength when the upper arm is at a particular angle ([haltplane, 

deviation, twist] in TEMPUS parlance), the values from the database at the three closest angles 

may be used to linearly interpolate a solution. In essence, the three known strength values 

determine a surrace over the sphere or motion or the arm. Data points on the interior of the 

triangle oC known data points may be interpolated by weighting each known data value by the 

distance rrom the known data point. (By choosing three points we are more likely to cover a 

non-trivial area or the possible motion sphere of the shoulder.) The possibility oC having a twist 
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value that is not in the database at all, however, leaves this ·pure ll i!lterpolation technique 

open to substantial errors. U this is expected to be a rrequently needc~ computation, then it 

will be worth making a series of detailed strength measurements to a.dequately cover the 

spherical surface within the joint limits of the shoulder. Linear interpobtion will become quite 

satisfactory as the number or known data values increases. By collecting such data 

systematically over several rlXed twist values, a complete and accurnte strength mnp could be 

generated. Moreover, this map would be directly keyed to the TEMPUS parameters already 

describing limb position and orientation. 

The direction recommended here is to study the available strength databases and build, in 

as uniform a fashion as possible, a relational database storing tabular data. For this purpose we 

have examined such databases and have obtained RDB, a relational database product from 

Digital Equipment Corporation for the VAX computer. We are presently attempting to place 

several relevant strength dat.abases into RDB format and then use th~ RDB query system to 

obtain numerical information for subsequent interpolation. 

4. Data Acquisition Methods 
There are direct and indired methods Cor measuring strength data. The direct methods 

output forces; the indirect methods out.put a sequence of (joint) positions over time which may 

be converted to velocities and accelerations, and then to forces if masses and moments of ,nertia 

are known. Direct methods connect a body part to a suitable sensor to measure force, for 

example, a forceplate or a Cybex sensor. The indirect methods use mostly passive (non

connected) sensor systems to determine joint position, for example, Selspot scanners and image 

analysis (digitization). There are also direct position sensing devices such as three-dimensional 

sonic digitizers and the six-dimensional electromagnetic technology sensor used in the Polhemus 

digitizer. 

Direct force sensors generate force information which may be fed into one or more of the 

graphical display methods decribed in Section 5. 

Indirect Coree (position) sensors must have their outputs processed to produce smooth data 

curves over time. Without data rlltering, the computation of accelerations from changing 

positions, for example, is extremely sensitive to noise and even numerical errors in the (finite 

resolution) input data. Techniques such as Fourier analysis and mtering, or simple geometric 

cu"e smoothing are used to control the unwanted variability. 

The problem of collect.ing and analyzing motion data from which strength may be 

assessed is discussed further in the Motion Analysis report [7]. 
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I. Graphical Dlapia;y ot Strenph Data 
In its simplest form, strength data is a collection of parameters describing certain force or 

torque capabilities of some human body unit. Viewed in the abstract, the display of these 

parameters could utilize methods for any mUlti-parameter system. There are several such 

methods which will be reviewed brieny bci~w. Then we will examine more specific graphical 

techniques that attempt to convey the meaning of a parameter as well as its value. 

There have been several attempts to graphically present multi-dimensional data [51}. 
Most methods depend upon the astute understanding of the problem domain by the graphical 

designer. A few general methods are known, but all suffer from various defects. The most 

import.ant limitation to understanding multi-dimensional data lies in the human information 

processing ability to perceive and compare distinct multi-dimensional features within some 

global presentation. Thus one rmds methods such as ,ine functions [4], Chernoff laces [14L 

hypergraphic8 [28), sound [55), and multi-sensory presentations (8). 

Unfortunately, these methods, by their very generality, are not as visually effective in 

presenting the human body-specific semantics of strength parameters. That is, these general 

techniques for parameter display do not tie the parameter to the body property it describes. 

To solve this problem we must develop methods to use the body itself as a context for the 

parameter display. The key features available on the body itself, when rendered graphically 

are: 

• The body segment chains of interest may be highlighted, 

• The solid body surface may be intensity or color coded. 

• Th~ direction of motion of a body joint may be indicated with, e.g., an arrow. 

• The orientation of a body joint or segment may be indicated with a coordinate axis 
gnomon pointing in the three principal coordinate directions. 

• The reachable space of a body chain may be displayed as a polyhedral volume (as 
computed by Jim Korein's workspace algorithm described in his PhD dissertation). 

• Single or multi-dimensional parameters may be displayed with sk'ndard graphing 
techniques (bars, disks, pies, graphs, etc.) at specific body points (joint.l), such as the 
reactive forces where the body contacts an environmental object. 

• Comparative values across two or more individuals may be displayed in adjac2nt 
viewports on the graphics display. 

• Area deformation techniques, such as varying the size of a segment according to 
some strength parameter, can also be used for comparative purposes. 

• Temporal sequences or paramet.er values for one or more individuals may be 
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displayed over time through an animation. 

• Real-time motion dynamics may demonstrate particular behaviors. 

Although this list is certainly not exhaustive, it does provid.e hope that the multi

dimensional nature or strength may be portrayed visually and symbol:c:l.lly. Given the outline 

or strength parameters in the introduction to this report, there are several possible mappings or 

parameters onto the possibilities above, For example: 

• For a fixed body segment (say, the arm) display a pencil or v~ctors at the wrist 
whose length or color is proportional to the nominal (static) torce exertable in the 
vector's direction. In the limit, the color coding could be applied to a rIXed size 
sphere centered at the wrist: the color or intensity or each point on the sphere would 
correspond to the strength in that direction. By drawing such vector pencils or 
colored spheres at suitably spaced locations about the reachable space, a more global 
view or strength distribution and variation would be visible. This method will also 
work to some extent for errector positions inside the extremes or the reachable space. 
The spheres will simply appear -inside- and could be examined more closely by 
suitable graphical viewing operations. 

• Draw the reachable space or the arm, say, as a polyhedron (-workspace- in 
TEMPUS). For each vertex or the space encode a single parameter, ror example, 
the ma.."Cimum exert able rorce, as an intensity or color. Use vertex-to-vert.ex 
interpolation in the visible surface graphics rendering to shade the polyhedron with 
interpolated colors (strengths). 

• Given an applied rorce or rorces on the body (with or without external constraints), 
encode the maximum torque at each body joint in a color. The ·BUBBLEpeople· 
models could be especially efrective if the spheres at the joints were assigned the 
indicator colors. Reaction forces could be displayed in a similar color scale, but at 
the point., of contd.Ct on the environmental objects, to distinguish them rrom the 
applied forces. 

• Display color changes to the above models to d\ '~onstrate the effects or fatigue on 
any of these parameters. By using the raster display's color table, the changes could 
be shown in a.ctual (real-time) or compressed time without display redrawing delays. 

• Since motion dynamics will be displayable through TAN, forces ma.y be drawn in 
graph form for particular limb masses. Several of these could be overlaid to 
illustrate the ertects of body size, fatigue, effector position, etc. 

Surely other techniques and variations of these suggestions will be possible. 

8. Coneiusiona 
The basic conclusions reached in this strength modeling report are that 

• Strength models bued on muscle action are complex but may be ireplemented, 

j • A full scale kinematics and dynamics model or the body is necezsary to properly 
f handle arbitrary restraints and external Corces, , 

• Strength databases ought to be brought on-line to ~atisfy some standardized 
ita 
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strength queries, 

• The graphical display or empirical or computed strength inrormation is fl'asible r.nd 
desirable. 

To achieve these goals, parallel eRorts may be mounted. The first two items 2,:"'e related 

in the sense that adequate muscle models will provide data for the complete kineIr.:l.tics and 

dynamics simulation or the body. The database will also provide some or the ::lecessnry 

informat.ion, but can also be used independently. The graphical display methods can, -::1 course, 

be applied to any strength data or modeling technique. 

The database should be constructed starting with empirical data on upper ~im and torso 

strength. The relations necessary must be elaborated and the database entered. Next, the 

interpolation methods must be designed and coded. At this point, graphical display tools will 

become userul in providing visual reedback from database queries. This database system may be 

kept independent of TEMPUS, though it should clearly retain as much commonality (e.g. 

naming conventions, joint angle specification) with the TEMPUS body structure as possible. 

Alter proper evaluation of the database and consultation with potential users, the database 

should be expanded to include other body strength data. 

The muscle models should be implemented to give a simulation or an isolated joint or 

limb. The user must be allowed to specify the values (or deraults) of parameters whh::h control 

various aspects of the muscle force equations. Experience with this model should lead to an 

evaluation of the potential of the muscle model for accuracy in the tasks expected. If the 

evaluation is satisfactory, the model should be extended to a complete kinematics and dynamics 

simulation of the body. This task will require the integration of a general mechanica.l problem 

solver into TEMPUS such that the bosy model positions and applied forces are transformed into 

the rormat required by the simulation. During this phase, TEMPUS must be extended to 

permit a user to speciry external rorces acting on a body. By definition, these forces include 

arbitrary restraints on any part or the body. Necessary parameters ror rull body dynamics must 

be determined, possibly through experiments at the AML. The simulation model must be 

thoroughly tested and refined as needed to ensure a valid dynamics model. 

Concurrently, the graphical display of streDgth data must continue to be developed, 

including the visual correlation of strength data with regions or the body and the real-time 

display or rorces (restraints) and the body's reactions to them. 
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'1. Schedule and Resources 
The tasks outlined in the Conclusion could be realized over a three year period if suitable 

personnel were directed to ita implementation. The schedule would, of course, differ ir other 

directions were taken. In particular, the construction or a relational database or existing 

strength data would take only a year, while the more complete muscle and dynamics models 

will take lon~er to build, collect parameter values, and validate. If much data is needed which 

is not available, then validation and testing could extend beyond the three year period. The 

approximate timetable ror a human 8tt~ngth modeling system is given in Table 7-1. 

Table '1-11 Strength Modeling Schedule 

Tia. lileston. I Task (p.r Itaff a.ab.r) 
==========================================--========-=============--=========--= 

,ear 0.6 I Build r.lational datab ... of upp.r ara aDd ~rso .tr.n(th. 
I Build .iapl. (ilolsted) auscl. aod.l aDd test; e,alu&t. 
I .xi.tinS kineaaticl/dJDaaic •• olution .,.t .... 

----------------+------------------------------------------------------------year 1 I D.,.lop int.rpolation a.thodl for .tr.nstb datab .... 
I Int.racti,. sraphic. sp.cification of r •• traint. 
I aDd sraphical displa, of .tr.n(th data frca datab .... 

----------------+------------------------------------------------------------
,ear 2 I Extend databa.. t.() ot.her body ar... &ltd obtain nn dat.a froa 

I JSCAIL. 
I Int..srat.e TEMPUS bod, with dJD&aic •. 

----------------+------------------------------------------------------------
year 2.6 I Det.rain. paraaet.r. for full body dJDaaicl. 

I Body corr.lat.d grapbical displa, of .tr.n(tb data. 
----------------+------------------------------------------------------------

,ear 3 I Te.t and refine full bod, kineaatie./dJDaaies .iaulat1oD. 
I Validate full bod, dJDaaie • .odel asaiD.t '.pir1eal data. 

----------------+------------------------------------------------------------

The time milestone is the length of time from project inception (not a duration) to the 

completion or the indicated tasks. The tasks are a summary or the work needed to rulfill the 

system requirements discussed in the Conclusion. Each task refers to one graduate research 

assistant. This is a half time load (20 hours/week). Thus multiple tasks ror one time milestone 

are assumed to proceed in parallel, and a total of two individuals for three years are required. 

The resources required are summarized in Table 7-2. The monetary estimates are based 

on solely on 19S5 University of Pennsylvania rates including employee benefits, tuition, and 

overhea.d as applica.ble. There is no provision ror innation; that may be projected by NASA AS 

necessary. 
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Table '1-2: Strength Modeling Resources 

2 Cra4ua~. R ••• arch AI.1.t&D~ for duration of proj.ct .......• 60X!J.ar 
F&cultJ lup.ryi.ion ti .. (101 of &c&4ea1c J.ar) ............... 101/J.ar 
Equ1p •• n~: 

lOB (r.latiODal 4&~b&l' for vAX) .................•......... 8K 
Tray.l, curr.nt 'xp.n •• , daplica~iD~, .tc ..................... 34K/J.ar 

To~&l.: 
T.ar 1: 1100K (includ •• RID) 
Tur 2: 1 14K 
T.ar 3: 1 14K 
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I. Force Analysis Program. 

c - ,In,ra! proar .. for analY'i8 of force. aad mom.nt. c! an-link 
c 1,lt •• that can b. uled with any homos,n.oul tru.sfo.":Il. 
c - can cOllputed thl forcil for eithlr fonard or bacbarcl i number of 
c link' 
c 
c read in n-linkl 
c read in paramlt.rl for .&ell 1-th link: alpha.lt a4iltanc. 
c read in applied local forci' and moment at j-th coordinat. fraa. 
c [not, can u.. .up_rpoltion to S.t the rllult of Ilvoral forc.,] 
c r.ad in initial pelitionl for lach i-th lint: thlta a di8tanci 
c it tru.lforwdns to thl i-th ainu. 1 frame: 
c F(i-1) = inv[ A(i) 1 • F(i) 
c i: tran.tor.m1ns to th' i-th plu. 1 tr ... : 
c F(i+1) = ACi+1) • F(i) 
c option.: DI. pOltion. tran.toraiDg forward. tranltorming backward 
c 
c if WAnt to interactivily chan,e pO.tioD variabll. - r'quire, 2 filii: 
C - paramltlr fill: alpha.adistanc. 
c - variabll til. : th.ta.diatancI.Do. 
c 
C chaDg. poltioD: 
c - rilativi and ablolutl polition 
c 

c PLOK.FOR 

real AT(4.4). AT_cur(4.4). AT-preC4.4) 
real alpha(20). adiltanc.(20). thlta(~O). diltanc.(20) 
real alpha DO. &di8tanc. DO. theta DO. di,tance no 
real torc',;(3). aom.nt'3)- -
real PI.RADIAN 
iDte,er Do_link •• nod._cur. Dod. 

write(S •• )'READ IN HUMBER OF LIKKS - Itmit to 20 P 

read(5 •• )no_~1nkl 

writeCS •• )'READ IN ALPHA AND ADISTAHCE' 
llo i=1.DO li~tl 

read(6.fmt='(2fl0.4)')alpha(i).adiltance(i) 
.nddo 

writeCB.*)'R!AD IN APPLIED FORCE AID M~' 
rlad (5. fat=' C3fl0.4)') (forcICi).i=1.3) 
read(5.fmt='(3fl0.4)')~m.nt(i).i=1.3) 

write (S •• ) 'READ I1UTIA'. VARIABLE PARANET.ERS' 
do 1=1. no lint. 

rlad(5,fmt='(2fl0.4)')th.ta(1).diltanc.(i) 
.nddo 

c &ACKlARI) TRARSFCRa( - TO CRIGIN 

SO 

! parameter f11e 

!alsume 1 force 
!3 space 

Iva.riable fill 
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nodi cur = no l1Dk. 

call aatid.Dtit1(AT-pre,4) 
PI=3.14160 
RADIAN=PI/180.0 
do while (Dcde cur .DI. 0) 

'Dddo 

end 

alpha __ Do = alpha(Dode __ cur)tRADIAN 
theta no = theta(nodl cur).RADIAN 
adi.tance no = adi.tancICDodl cur) 
di.taDCI __ DO = di.tanceCnodl_cur) 

call atraDlformCAT __ cur.alpha __ no.adi.tance __ no,thlta __ no,di.taDcl __ no) 

writeCS,.)'A TRANSFORM' 
do 1=1,4 

writICS.fmt='C4fl0.4)·)~T __ curCi,j).j=1,4) 
Inddo 

call ainver.eCAT cur) 

writeCS,t)'IRVERSE A TRAHSFORY' 
do i=I.4 

writ.(S,fmt='C4fl0.4)')~T cur(i,J).j=I,4) 
.nddo 

call aatpI1(AT __ cur,AT-pre.AT.4.4.4) 

writeCS •• )'A TRANSFORM - AFTER MATPLY , BEFORE STATIC' 
do i=I,4 

writ. (6.fllt=' (4flO.4) ') (AT(i.J) .j=I,4) 
.nddo 

call .taticCAT.force.aoa.nt) 
call aatcoP1CAT,AT-prl.4.4) 
nod. cur = nod. cur-l 
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c 'A' trudol'll matris for a rovolutl joint 
.ubrout1DI atran.form(A.alpha.ad.thlt&.d) 
rial A(4.4). theta. alpha. ad. d 
rial cth. Ith. cal. .al 

do i=1.4 
do j=1.4 

A(1.j)=O.O 
IDddo 

IDddo 
cth=co.(thlta) 
Ith=.1n(thlta) 
cal=co.(alpha) 
.al=.1n (alpha) 
A(1.1)=cth 
A (1. 2) =-.th.cal 
A(1.3)=.th •• &l 
A (1. 4) =adtcth 
A(2.1)=lth 
A(2.2)=ctht cal 
A(2.3)=-ctht.al 
A(2.4)=adt.th 
A(3.2)=.a1 
A(3.3)=cal 
A(3.4)=d 
A(4.4)=1.0 
return 
Illd 

c aillversl.for 
c illver.t of 'A' matrix 

lubroutiDt aiDver.I(AT) 
rIal AT(4,4) 
real 1l(3), 0(3). a(3), p(3). adumb 
do i=l,3 

ellddo 

D(1)=AT(i,l) 
o (1)=AT(1. 2) 
&(1)=AT(1.3) 
p(i)=AT(1.4) 

do i=1.3 
AT(1.1)=I1(1) 
AT(2.1)=o(1) 
AT(3,1)=a(1) 

Illddo 
call dotprd(p,D,adumb) 
AT (1. 4) =-aduab 
call dotprd(p.o,adumh) 
AT(2,4)=-adeb 
call dotprd(p.a,aduab) 
AT(S.4)=-adumh 
AT(4.4)=1.0 

retUnl 
elld 52 
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c .. tpIJ.for 
C .ultiplJ .. tr1cI. 
C A [ro .. ,ndia] z B [ndia. beol] = C [aro .. , bcoU 

.ubrout1ll ... tplJ (a.b.c.1aro ... jbcol.ad~ 

rial a(4.4). b(4.4). c(4.4) 

40 1=1 •• diJI 

I.ddo 

do j=l.Jbcol 
c(i.j)=O.O 

I.ddo 

do 1=1.1aro .. 
do j=l.jbcal 

.UIl = 0.0 
do t=l •• diJI 

..... um+a(i.t>.b(k.J) 

e.ddo 

r.turn 
Ind 

e.ddo 

•• ddo 
c (i. j) ='lUI 

lubrouti.1 aatidl.tit1~t.n) 
real mat(4.4) 
integer n 

do i=l.n 

enddo 

return 
Ind 

do j=1.a 
.. tCi.j)=O.O 

Inddo 
_t(i.i)=1.0 

lubrouti.1 .. tcopJ(old ...... 1ro ... icol) 
realold(4.4).nl .. (4.4) 
iattglr 1row.1col 

do 1=l.iro .. 
do j=.1.1col .1 .. (1.j)=old(1.j) 

Inddo 

r.turn 
tnd 

laddo 
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.ubroutinl .tatic(AT,forcl,mo .. nt.nodl __ cur) 

rial AT(4,4) 
rial forcl(3) • .amlnt(3). forci A(3) • .oment A(3) 
r.al garb(3) .garbICI(3), n(3),--0(3), a(3), p(3) 
integer i.j,m. nod. cur 

. c writ. (8, .) 'STAnC FORCE ANALYSIS BY VIRnlAL lORIC' 

c write(8,.)' A TRABSFORM' 
c do i=1,4 
C write (8,fmt=' (4fl0 .4) ') (AT(1, j). j=1,4) 
C .nddo 

write (8,.) , APPLIED FORCES ' 
write (8,20) (forcl(i),i=1,3) 
wri te (8, .) • APPLIED )(OMEIfI'S • 
write(8,20)6Doment(1),1=1,3) 

do 1=1,3 

.nddo 

n(1)=AT(1,1) 
0(1)=AT(i,2) 
a(i)=AT(i,3) 
p(i)=AT(i,4) 

call crollprd(forc.,p,garb) 
write(8,51) (sarb(i),i=1,3) 

51 formate' f x p =', 3(1x.f10.4» 
call .ectop(garb,moment,sarbase,1) 
write (8.52j (sarbage(i).i=1,3) 

52 formate' f x p + m = I, 3(lx.ftO.4» 

call dotprd(n,force,forci A(t» 
call dotprd(o,forcl,forcl A(2» 
call dotprd(a,forcl,forcl ___ A(3» 

call dotprd(D,sarb~ge.mo •• nt A(t» 
call dotprd(o,garbaSI.ao.ent A(2» 
call dotprd(a,~arbage,ao.ent A(3» 

write (8 •• ) I FORCES IN THE A COORDINATE FRAME' 
writeC8,20)Cforcl ___ ACi),i=t.3) 

write (8,.) I ummBTS II THE A COORDIIIATE FIWIE' 
write(8,20)~om'Dt ___ A(i),i=t,3) 

20 format(3f10.4) 

rlturn 
Ind 
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Strength Modeling 
.ubroutinl crollprd(a,b,c) 
rial a(3), b(3), c (3) 
do i=1.3 

c(i):O.O 
Inddo 
c(l) = a(2)*b(3) - b(2).a(3) 
c(2) = a(3).b(1) - a(1).b(3) 
c(3) = a(1)*b(2) - a(2)*b(1) 
rlturn 
Ind 

dotprd.for 
dot product 
lubroutinl dotprd(a,b,c) 
rial a(3). b(3), c 
c= 0.0 
do i=1.3 

enddo 
return 
Inel 

c=a (1) .b (i) +c 

vlctop.for 
vector operationl for 3d spaci 
(n=1) adeli tion 
(n=2) lubtraction 
lubroutinl vlctop(a,b,c.n) 
rial a(3). b(3). c(3) 

do i=1,3 
c(i) = 0.0 

Inddo 
do i=l,3 

if (n .Iq. 1) c(1) = a(1)+b(1) 'acld 
if (n .eq. 2) c(i) = a(i)-b(i) !Iub 

enelelo 
rlturn 
Ind 

*-iWits 
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Strength Modeling 

U. Strength Programs 

program i.okinltic 

character.76 fnam. mu. 
character ext 
real rl.t lln.in.lrt.orig,cro",funit,YaaZ 
real con.tc,ltarta.lnda.full.TI1.tta.torq.ilo 
common Ifbll fn_.n., ext 
common Ilbll rllt __ lon,insert,orig,cro ••• funit,TmaZ 
common Ithbll con.tc,ltarta,lnda.full.TI1,t1a.torq,iso 

rial len.inst-p.forin.anc,tug 
real inte" 
lOlical check 

c { prolram to obtain ilokinltic Itr.ngth } 

c { input parameter valull } 
100 continul 

call inparam 

c {check valul' } 
call wrchk(ch.ck) 
if (.not. check) go to 100 

c { TaluG. okay - open file and calculate T~lul' } 
open Cunit=6.file=fnam,.t&tu.='new'.carriagecontrol='lilt') 
call dtorCltarta •• nda.full) 

c { interT i. the change of angle per unit tial } 
int." = TI1.tia 
ang = starta 

c { write parameter Talue. to file } 
call wrltat 

c { write header for calculated Talue. } 
call wrlab 

c { u.e iteratiTe proc ••• to calculate forci and } 
c {torque for each tiae period } 

do while (ADg .le. Inda) 
c { dltermine angl. betweln limbs } 

if (1St . eq. 'y') thin 

c 

c 

taDl = ani 
elll 

tu& = full-aq 
endtf 
lin = lit lln(iDl.rt.orig,tAng) 
inlt-p = g.t __ inlt-p(ilo.r •• t_l.n,len) 
{ if thl inltaatan.ou. i.o-Itrlngth io nlgative, data inTalid } 
if (inlt-p .It. 0.0) thin 

IndU 

call .rrstr(tang) 
goto 200 

forin = glt __ forin(conltc,inl.rt,T.l,Tmax.in3t-p) 
{ .xtlrnal torque il dlplndent on angle between limbs } 
torq = (.in(tang».forin 
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Strength Modeling 

2 
writl Cunit=5.fmt='Cf7.2.10z.f7.2.10z.f7.2.10x.f7.2.10z.f5.3)·) 

taDl,lln.forin,torq.torq/forin 
continul 
ani = aDl+intlrv 

Inel do 
clo .. (unit=5) 
Inel 
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Strength Modeling 

prolraa iloki.op 

charactlr.76 fnaa, 1111. 
charactlr 1st 
rial re.t lln,in.lrt,oril,croll,fUDit,vmax 
real con.tc,ltarta,lnda,ful1,vel.tia,torq,i.o 
common Ifb11 fnaa.JIll., est 
common IIb11 r.lt __ len.in.lrt,oril,cro •• ,funit,vm&% 
common Ithbll conltc •• tart&.lnda.fu11,vel.tia.torq.iso 

rial lln.forin.&!lI.taDl 
real inti" 
10lical check 

c { prograa to obtain Itrlngth data with Hill'. lquation } 
c { u.ing i.o.ltric .trlnlth at re.t Ilnlth } 

100 continue 
call inparam 

c { check valu.I } 
call wrchk(check) 
if (.not. chick) 10 to 100 

c { values okay - opln file and calculat. valul' } 
op.n (unit=6.fil.=fnaa •• tatu.=·n •• ·.carri&l.control=·li.t·) 
call dtor(ltarta,enda,full) 
intlrv = v.l*tim 
ang :: starta 
call wr.tat 
call wrlab 
do while (ang .11. Inda) 

if (1st .• q. 'y') thin 
tang = IoIlg 

11 .. 
tang = full-aDl 

.n4if 
l.n = g.t l.n(in •• rt,orig,tang) 
forin = Sit forin(conltc,in •• rt,T.l.Ya&X,1.o) 
torq = (.inltang».forin 
writ. (unit=6,fmt=·(f7.2,10%,f7.2,10%.f7.2,10:,f7.2,10%,f6.3).) 

2 tanc,l.n,forin,torq,torq/forin 
ang = anS+intlrv 

end do 
clo .. (un1t::6) 
Ind 

_ ...... _. _. -------~-......................,~~ 
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.ubroutin. wr.tat 
includ. 'd.fparaa.1nc' 

Strength Modeling 

c ( .ubroutin. to writ. paraa.t.r va1u.. to data fi1. ) 

writ. (uait=6,fat='(2a)') , O~tput data f11.: ',fDam 
if (.st .• q. 'y') th.n 

writ. (u1t=6,fat=' (2a) ') , lz1;.nt10n of ',11m, 

writ. (uit=6,fat='(2a)') , 'l.Zion of ',.aD 
.Ddif 
wr1te (uD1t=S,fat=10) , .tartiq &IlIlI at ',.tarta, 
2 ' radiu.' 

10 format (a,f7.2,a) 
writ. (unit=6,fat=10) , .ndinl &IlI1. at ',.nda,' radian.' 
writ. (uait=6,fat=10) , full raDI' i. ',full,' radianl' 
writ. (unit=6,fat=10) , r •• t l'qth 1~~,r •• t l.n,' em' 
writ. (uait=6,fat=10) , in •• rtion 1tDIth i. ',in.trt,' ca' 
writt (unit=6,fat=10) , oriSiD l'D&th i. ',oril,' ca' 
write (unit-6,fat=10) , cro •• - •• ctiona1 ar.a 1. ',cros., 
2 ' Iq-ca' 
writ. (unit=6,fat=10) , forc. p.r unit ar.a il ',fuit, 
2 ' I/'q-ca' 
write (unit=6,fat=10) , con.taat c i. ',con.tc 
writ. (unit=6,fat=10) , .as vtlocity i. ',ftU,' rad/a' 
writ. (un1t=6,fat=10) , v.10city of· contraction i. ',v.l, 
2 ' radl.' 
writ. (unit=6,fat=10) , load i. ',torq 
write (unit=6,fmt='(a,f4.3,a)') , tim. interval i. ',tim,' .' 
return 
.nd 

lubroutin. wr1ab 
includ. 'dtfparaa.inc' 

c ( .ubroutint to writt htad.r for data in data fill ) 

writ. (unit=6,fat='(a)') , ',' ',' , 
writt (uDit=6,fat='(a,7z,a,10z,a,10z,a)') , &Dllt(ra~)','''lclt', 
2 'mulcl.','.zttrnal' 
writ. (uDit=6,fat='(a,3z,a,6z,a,8z,a,6z,a)') 'b.tweeD l~bl ' 
2 'lenlth(cm)','forct(I)','torqut(N-cm)','torqu./forc.' 
writ. (ua1t=&,fat='(a)') , , 
r.turn 
.nd 



.ubroutin. wrcht (ch.ck) 
includ. ·d.fpar ... inc· 
10lical ch.ck 
charact.r u. 

Strength ModeliDg 

c < .ubroutin. to confira data r.cord.d } 

ch.ck • .fal ••. 
writ. (unit=t,fata'(a)') , Th ••• art the Talu •• recorded: • 
writ. (unita-,fata'(a)') • , 
writ. (unit=6,fat='(2a)') , Output data fil.: ',fnam 
if (.xt .• q. ',') tht. 

write (unit-6,fata' (2a) ') , 1st •• tiOD of '.au • 
• 11. 

WTit~ (unit=6,fat='(2a)') , Fl.sioD of ',aus 
.nd1f 
writ. (un1t=6,fat=10) , .tartiDI &DIl~ at ·,.tarta, 
2 • d.ar ... • 

10 format (a,f7.2,a) 
writ. (UDit=6,fmt=10) • .ndins anll. at ','Dda,' d.cre •• ' 
writ. (univ=6,fmt=10) , full rIAl' i. ',full,' d.gr ••• • 
writ. (unit=6,fmt=10) , r •• t l'Dath i.',r •• t 1.D,' ca' 
writ. (unit=6,fmt=10) , iD •• rtioD l.ngth i. ',iD •• rt,' ca' 
writ. (unit=6,fat=10) , oriaiD l'nsth i. ',oriS,' ca' 
writ. (unit=6,fat=10) • cro •• - •• ctional ar •• 1. ',crol', 
2 ' 'q-cm' 
writ. (unit=6,fmt=10) , forc. p.r unit ar.a i. ',funit. 
2 ' N/.q-cm' 
writ. (UDit=6,fmt=10) , con.tant c i. ',COD.tc 
writ. (unit=6,fat=10) , au T.locity il '.YIIU.' ru/.' 
writ. (uDit=6,fmt=10) , T.locitr of contractioD i. ',Til, 
2 ' rad/.' 
writ. (uD1t=6,fmt=10) , lou i. ',torq 
writ. (unit=6,fat=·(a,f4.3,a)·) , tta. int.rYal i. ',tta,' .' 
writ. (uD1t=.,fat=·(a)') , • 
writ. (unit=.,fat=' (a,.) ') , Ar. the \'alull correct-yIn? • 
r.u (unit=.,f.t='(al)') an. 
if (an •.• q. 'y') th.D 

• ndif 
r.tuna 
'Dd 

ch.ck = . tn •. 
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lubroutinl dtor Catarta,lnda,full) 
rial YIl,ltarta,ln4a,full 
rial pi 

c ( lubroutinl to conYlrt 4egrlll to radiaal } 

pi = (3.14/180.0) 
Itarta .: ltarta-pi 
Inda = Inda-pi 
full = full-pi 
return 
Ind 

rial function glt __ inlt-p (ilo,rl.t_lln.len) 
rial rl.t len, lin 
rial tlmp~i.o.tlnll 

c { function to obtain thl initantaaeoul iloaltric Itrlngth } 
c { ba.ed on Stirn'. lquation } 

temp = 100-(1In/rl.t lin) 
if (tlmp .11. 107.88) thin 

tlnll = (10,10(te~)-2)-.2 
'It_inlt-p = (100-(tln'I/O.00054448»/100 

Ilse 

Indif 
get __ 1n.t-p = 
return 
Ind 
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,ubroutiD' inpar .. 
iDclud. 'd.fpar ... inc· 
charact.r aDl 

c ( routin. to obtaiD par ... t.r TalU" ) 

writ. (unit-S.fatal0) • Output fi1.: • 
10 format (a.') 

r.ad (uDit-S.fata20) fD .. 
20 format (a) 

writ. (unitaS.f.tal0) • MUlc1. to b. t •• t.d: 
r.ad (unitaS.fata20) aul 
write (unitaS.f.tal0) • Ist.Dlio. - 7/., • 
r.ad (unit-6.fata· (.1)') .st 
priDt •• ·.At.r r.,t l'Blth. iDI.rtioD l'Alth. ADd orili. 11actll iD ca' 
read (oit-6. fat.=IO) r.,t liD 

10 .format (f7.2) 
r.ad (aDit-6.f.taI0) in •• rt 
r.ad (unlt=S.fataIO) oril 
print •• • •• t.r cro"-llctioDa1 ar.a (~. forc.l.q-~ (ka/'q-cml. &Dd' 
priDt t.· ~ T.10city (radii)' 
r.ad (unita6.fat-IO) croll 
read (uita6.fIlPI0) foit 
r.ad (unit-S.fat=30) Ya&Z 
writ. (unit=S.f.taIO) , Va1u. of cODlt~t. c? • 
read (oit=S.fata ·(f4.2)') COD~tc 
print •• ·.nt.r ItartiDI aD11. aDd .Dd &D11. iD a.cr ••• • 
r.ad (unit=S.fata·(fS.2)·) .tarta 
r.ad (uDit=&.fmts'(f8.2)') .n~a 
writ. (unitaS.fata10) , Full rana' of 8OY •••• t. d'Cr ••• ' ' 
r.ad (unitaS.fat-IO) full 
writ. (unit=6.fata20) • i.okin.tic or i.oto.ic? t 

writ. (unita6.fatal0) • typ. ·k· for i.oki •• tic &Dd ·t· for 
2 boto.ic: • 
rll4 (uit=S.fat=' (101)') an. 
if (aDl .• q. ·t·) th •• 

.ndif 

writ. (uait=S,f.t-10) • V.10cit7 of contraction, rad/.? 
read (uit-S, f.ta30) Y.1 

writ. (uait=S.f.t=lO) , load, q? 
r.ad (unit=S.f.t=IO) torq 

writl (unit=6,f.ta10) • tia. iDt.rYal for ca1cu1ation'.I? 
r.ad (unit-S.fata' (f4 •• ) ') tia 
i.o a cro.,.fuait 
r.tur1l 
•• cS 
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StreDgth Modeling 
r.al functioD ,.t __ toriD (con.tc.iD •• rt.T.l.Ya&Z.iD~~.F) 
r.al cOD.tc.in •• rt.Tll.in.t-p.TmaZ 
r.al fAct 

c { functioD to obtain the torc. ot mu.cular contraction } 

fact = «l+con.tc).in •• rt t T.l)/«in •• rt.v.l)+(con.tc*vmaz» 
,.t_for1n • 1n.t-p.(1+fact) 
r.turn 
.neS 

.ubroutinl .rr.tr (tanS> 
rial t&lll 

c { .ubroutiD' to aiv •• rror •••• ag. wh.n .trlnlth eSata invalleS } 

writ. (unlt=&.tmtz:O) , .trlnsth Dot TalleS at ',tanl,' radian,' 
20 format (a,f7.2.a) 

writ. (unit=.,f.ta20) , ttr'nsth not TalieS at ',tang,' radian.' 
r.tUrD 
Ind 
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Graph 1: Comparison of Hill'!' Equation with Po and with POL' 
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Graph 2: Comparison or Internal Muscle Foree and External Torque. 
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Graph 3: Resultant Torque at DiffereDt Values or c. 
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Graph 3a: Normalized Torque for Different Values of C. 
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Graph 4: Resultant Torque ror Ditrerent Values or Force/kea. 
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Graph 4a: Normalized Torque for Different Values of Foree/AzeL 
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Graph 5: Resulta.nt Torque tor Different Values ot Crosa-Seetional Area. 
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Graph Sa: Normalized Torque for Different Values of Cross-Sectional Area. 
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Graph 8: Resultant Torque lor Different Values 01 V. 
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Graph h: Torque Relative to Peak Torque tor DiffereDt Valu. ot V. 
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